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DECISION
Statement of the Case
WILLIAM NELSON CATES, Administrative Law Judge. This case involves allegations
the Company, on February 13 and 25, and March 19, 2013, cancelled various previously
scheduled bargaining sessions and has since, on or about February 13, 2013, refused to meet
and bargain and has, refused to bargain in good faith with the Union as the exclusive
collective-bargaining representative of an appropriate unit of Company employees; and, has
since on or about May 31, 2013, conditioned bargaining on the Union’s agreeing that if a court
of competent jurisdiction determined the Board lacked a proper quorum at the time of the
Union’s certification, any collective-bargaining agreement arrived at would be null and void
and the Company would withdraw recognition of the Union, all in violation of Section 8(a) (5)
and (1) of the National Labor Relations Act (Act). I heard this case in trial in Jacksonville,
Florida on August 8, 2013. The case originates from a charge filed on March 25, 2013, by the
International Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 512 (Union). The prosecution of the case was
formalized on May 31, 2013, when the Regional Director for Region 12 of the National Labor
Relations Board (Board), acting in the name of the Board’s Acting General Counsel, issued a
Complaint and Notice of Hearing (complaint) against the Company. The Company, in its
1
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I shall refer to Counsel for the Acting General Counsel as Counsel for the Government and the Acting
General Counsel as the Government.
I shall refer to Counsel for the Respondent as Counsel for the Company and shall refer to the Respondent
as the Company.
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answer to the complaint, and at trial, denies having violated the Act in any manner alleged in
the complaint.
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The parties were given full opportunity to participate, to introduce relevant evidence, to
examine and cross examine witnesses, and to file briefs. The government called the only
witness to testify here; namely, Union President and Business Representative James Shurling
(Union President Shurling or Shurling). I observed Shurling testify, I find no reason to discredit
his testimony, thus I rely on it. I have studied the whole record3, and based on the detailed
findings and analysis below, I conclude and find the Company violated the Act essentially as
alleged in the complaint.
Findings of Fact
I.

Jurisdiction, Supervisory/Agency Status and Labor Organization
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The Company, Professional Transportation, Inc., is an Indiana corporation with its
principal office and place of business in Evansville, Indiana, and with places of business
located in various states of the United States, including a place in Jacksonville, Florida where it
has provided, and continues to provide, crew transportation services to CSX Corporation,
Norfolk Southern Railroad Company, Amtrak and other railroad industry companies in the
States of Florida and Georgia and in various other states of the United States. During the past
12 months, a representative period, the Company purchased and received at its Jacksonville,
Florida facility, goods valued in excess of $50,000 directly from points located outside the
State of Florida. During the same 12 months the Company performed services valued in excess
of $50,000 for customers located in states other than the State of Florida. The parties admit,
and I find, the Company is an employer engaged in commerce within the meaning of Section
2(2), (6) and (7) of the Act.
It is admitted, and I find, that at times material here, General Manager Mike Murphy
(General Manager Murphy or Murphy), Branch Manager Henry Scott (Branch Manager Scott
or Scott) and Vice-President Robert Tevault (Vice President Tevault or Tevault) were
supervisors and agents of the Company within the meaning of Section 2(11) and 2(13) of the
Act. It is undisputed that Union President Shurling is an agent of the Union within the meaning
of Section 2(13) of the Act.

35
The parties admit, and I find, the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Local 512, is
a labor organization within the meaning of Section 2(5) of the Act.
II.

Alleged Unfair Labor Practices

40
A.

Facts

The parties entered a Stipulated Election Agreement on April 20, 2012, which
established a representation election for May 16 and 17, 2012, in the following unit (Unit):
45
3

Numerous exhibits were received without objection.

2
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All full time and regular part-time over the road and local drivers working from
the Respondent’s [Company’s] Jacksonville, Florida facility; excluding: all other
employees guards and supervisors as defined by the Act.4
5
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The Union prevailed in the May election by a vote of 44 to 23 with no void or
challenged ballots. On June 5, 2012, Region 12’s Director certified the Union as the exclusive
collective-bargaining representative of the Unit. On that same date the Union, in writing,
requested the Company provide dates to begin negotiations for an initial collective bargaining
agreement. On June 12, 2012, Company counsel, Ronald T. Pfeifer, informed the Union, in an
email, that Company Vice President Tevault would be its contact for contract negotiations. On
July 3, 2012, attorney Pfeifer advised Union President Shurling that Company Vice President
Tevault had an unusually busy July and asked Shurling to supply August dates for negotiations.
After various exchanges regarding bargaining dates the parties met for negotiations in
Jacksonville, Florida, September 25, 2012. The Union presented the Company 33 noneconomic proposals at the September 25 bargaining session. The parties “went through” each
proposal and the Union answered the Company’s questions about the proposals. The
Company, presented no proposals, but asked for time to digest the Union’s proposals and
prepare responses or counter-proposals. The parties agreed to meet again on November 15 and
16, 2012.
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At the November 15, 2012 bargaining session the Company offered no contract
proposals nor responses to the Union’s 33 noneconomic proposals. However, at the November
16, 2012 bargaining session the Company did make some counter-proposals.
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After the November 2012 bargaining sessions the parties exchanged various emails
starting on December 18, 2012, and, ultimately agreed to meet for bargaining on January 24,
2013. At the January 24, 2013 bargaining session the Company did not offer any new
proposals but did make some counter-proposals. Union President Shurling expressed his
concern bargaining “was dragging”5 stating the parties needed to schedule several bargaining
sessions going forward, explaining they needed to “put together” 2 and 3 rather than 1 or 2-day
sessions. The parties agreed to meet for negotiations on February 21 and 22, and March 5, 6
and 7, 2013.
On or about February 11, 2013, Union President Shurling emailed Company Vice
President Tevault to confirm the February 21 and 22 bargaining dates. On February 13, 2013,
Company Vice President Tevault, in an email, notified the Union the Company was still
working on proposals and their calendars hoping to have something soon and indicated the
bargaining sessions scheduled for February 21 and 22, 2013, would not work for the Company
and canceled those dates. On February 25, 2013, Tevault, in an email, notified the Union he
had a conflict with the March 5, 6 and 7 bargaining dates and canceled those dates. Tevault
asked about sessions for March 13, 14 and 15, 2013. Shurling responded he was “already
booked” for those dates, but, suggested March 20, 21 and 22. On February 25, Company Vice

4
5

There are approximately 70 employees in the unit.
Shurling concluded bargaining was “dragging” because there was a lot of time between sessions and
when they did meet, it was for 1 or 2 days and for short periods during the meeting days.

3
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President Tevault, emailed the Union, agreeing to meet for bargaining on March 21 and 22,
2013.
5

On March 19, 2013, Company counsel, Jon Goldman, wrote Union President Shurling
as follows:
Our firm represents Professional Transportation, Inc. (PTI). Recently I
learned that Local 512 is in labor contract negotiations with PTI.

10

In this regard, I mentioned the Noel Canning case, decided by the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, to Bob Tevault. I asked Bob
to reschedule your March 21, 2013, bargaining session to allow me time to review
the possible ramifications of Noel Canning with him.

15

Based on these circumstances, I am writing to notify you that Bob will not
meet with you in Jacksonville on March 21st and either Bob or I will call you to
discuss the course of negotiations. By this letter, PTI is not refusing to bargain at
reasonable times and places with Local 512. PTI simply wishes to better understand the law in this complex situation as it moves forward in Jacksonville.

20
The Union had not received anything from the Company, prior to Goldman’s letter,
about Noel Canning6 issues. The Union showed for the March 21, 2013 bargaining session.
The Company did not.
25

Union President Shurling and Company Vice President Tevault discussed additional
bargaining dates via telephone on April 22, 2013, ultimately agreeing to meet on June 4, 5 and
6.
On April 24, 2013, Tevault sent Shurling the following email:
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During our phone conversation on April 22nd we both said we were
free to meet on June 4, 5 and 6 to bargain the contract. Because we have
had difficulty setting dates and because we are both free on June 4, 5 and
6-I propose keeping these dates. I propose keeping these dates because
while I understand your position on PTI raising the Noel Channing
defense we are willing to revaluate our position in a few weeks and, while
I am making no promises, if this position changes we will have dates
already agreed upon to meet. I think this makes sense for both parties.
Let me know what you think.

35
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On April 26, 2013, Union President Shurling emailed Company Vice President Tevault
as follows:

6

Noel Canning v. NLRB, 705 F.3d 490 (DC Cir. 2013), cert. granted 133 S. Ct. 2861 (2013) (No. 121281).

4
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I have these dates set and was under the impression they were confirmed
during our telephone conversation on Monday 4/22/13. At any rate, I agree to
keeping these dates and am looking forward to receiving your proposals/counter
proposals in the interim. As to your position on Noel Canning, I do not believe
that any credible defense or objections to our certification and/or bargaining
exists. I am therefore requesting any objections or positions you or your attorney
has filed with the NLRB or any other jurisdictional authority in this matter. I
further do not agree that any future action in this matter will nullify or decertify
the bargaining unit.

5

10
I look forward to bargaining and reaching an agreeable contract.
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On May 31, 2013, Company Vice President Tevault emailed Union President Shurling
reconfirming the bargaining dates of June 4, 5 and 6, 2013.7 Tevault then added: “As we have
discussed, PTI is bargaining subject to a reservation of rights based upon the reasoning
expressed in the ‘Noel Canning’ line of federal appeals court cases issued by the DC and 3rd
circuits. Unless I hear otherwise from you I’ll plan on seeing you at 9:00 on Tuesday to
continue our contract negotiations subject to this reservation of rights.”
On June 3, 2013, Tevault again emailed Shurling asking if he was in agreement to
continue the negotiations under the terms set forth earlier.
On June 3, 2013, Shurling replied, “I am in agreement to negotiate and will see you at 9
a. m. tomorrow however my position remains as previously stated in my April 26, 2013 email
concerning your reservation of rights and noel canning.”
Late on the evening of June 3, 2013, when he arrived at the airport in Jacksonville,
Florida, Company Vice President Tevault emailed Union President Shurling advising of his late
arrival, and, indicating he would see Shurling the next morning for negotiations, but added:

30
I want to be sure you understand what rights PTI is preserving. They are as
follows. If, prior to the time a CBA is agreed to and ratified, a court of competent
jurisdiction determines the NLRB lacked a proper quorum at the time the
Regional Director certified the bargaining unit in Jacksonville—PTI will stop
negotiating and not recognize the election result. If after a contract is agreed to
and ratified a court of competent jurisdiction determines the NLRB lacked a
proper quorum at the time the Regional Director certified the bargaining unit, PTI
will consider the contract as void and not recognize the union. If you meet with
me tomorrow, you will by your conduct have agreed to accept this reservation of
rights. I will have a copy of this message to hand to you tomorrow unless you tell
me you do not or cannot meet.
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Early the next morning, June 4, 2013, Shurling responded via email to Tevault’s email
of the night before stating in part:
45
7

It appears there was no communication between the parties from April 26 until May 31, 2013.
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Local 512 stands ready to negotiate in good faith to reach an agreeable contract.
There is a certified bargaining unit and election in place. I have requested from
you any legal action you or your Company has taken challenging the certification
or unit and have been provided none. I am not aware of any legal or NLRB
rulings which have nullified the certification. I am not in agreement to your
bargaining terms and do not agree that my appearance to bargain stipulates such.
The parties met for their June 4, 2013, bargaining session. First, Company Vice
President Tevault expressed the Company’s position that they were reserving their rights under
Noel Canning and that by bargaining the Union was stipulating its acceptance of “conditional
bargaining.” Union President Shurling testified he understood conditional bargaining to mean,
as Tevault had expressed in his email; “that if Noel Canning was upheld, that they would be
covered under Noel Canning and that no matter what we had accomplished, whether we were
still in negotiations, all that would be null and void. And Bob even said to the fact that you
know what if we got done with negotiations and the contract is ratified and goes in place; at
that time the contract would be null and void and basically the Union would go away.” Union
President Shurling told Tevault, and the others, the Union would not agree to those conditions
and did not agree with the Company’s position. The Union was willing to continue
negotiations but not with the conditional bargaining the Company wanted. Company Vice
President Tevault after a telephone call “asked the Union to agree to the conditions that he had
put across.” Shurling again told Tevault the Union could not agree to the conditions that they
were there to bargain a contract in good faith. Tevault responded that if the Union could not
agree with the conditions “there was no need in proceeding forward.” Union President
Shurling and his negotiating team left the session, according to Shurling, because Tevault “had
said there was no need in proceeding forward, so I took that to mean that they weren’t going to
bargain with us.” The Company made no bargaining proposals at this meeting nor did they
seek clarification of any proposals the Union had made. The only item discussed at the June 4,
2013 bargaining session was whether the Union would agree to accept “conditional bargaining”
as proposed by the Company.
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Section 8(a)(5) and (d) of the Act requires an employer to bargaining in good faith with
the collective-bargaining representative of unit employees with respect to wages, hours, and
other terms and conditions of employment, NLRB v. Borg-Warner Corp., 356 U.S. 342, 349
(1958). Section 8(d) of the Act, speaking to the obligation to bargain collectively, states; “For
the purposes of this section, to bargain collectively is the mutual obligation of the employer and
the representative of the employees to meet at reasonable times and confer in good faith with
respect to wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of employment …” The Board has
long noted the central importance of the obligation to meet for bargaining. In J. H. Rutter-Rex
Mfg. Co. 86 NLRB 470, 506 (1949) the Board pointed out the obligation to bargain included
the affirmative duty to “expeditious and prompt arrangements” for meeting and conferring.
Agreement is impeded if the opportunity to meet and negotiate is frustrated or stifled by
continued canceling of bargaining sessions. The Board in Enjoi Transportation, LLC, 358
NLRB No. 158 (2012) granted the Acting General Counsel’s Motion for Default Judgment. In
that case the parties were in negotiations for an initial collective-bargaining agreement, but the
employer canceled three previously agreed to bargaining sessions over a 3-month time. The
Board concluded, considering the employer’s overall conduct, the employer’s cancelling the
6
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three previously scheduled bargaining sessions demonstrated a failure and refusal to bargain in
good faith on the employer’s part with the employees designated bargaining representative. In
Calex Corp, 322 NLRB 977 (1997), the Board elaborated on the importance of the obligation
that bargaining take place with expedition and regularity. More recently the Board held that the
dilatory tactic of repeatedly canceling previously scheduled bargaining sessions violates the
duty to bargain in good faith. Camelot Terrace 357 NLRB No. 161 slip op. p7 (2011). A party
who limits (by cancelation) and/or delays bargaining sessions has not met its obligation to meet
and bargain and, as such, violates Section 8(a)(5) of the Act.
I turn to the initial question of whether the Company’s cancelling of seven consecutive
previously scheduled bargaining sessions (February 21, 22, March 5, 6 and 7 and March 21 and
22, 2013) constitutes dilatory tactics in violation of the Act. I find the Company’s specifically
canceling bargaining sessions, constitutes dilatory conduct and is a failure of its obligation to
meet and bargain. I note that although the Union was certified on June 5, 2012, and requested
bargaining dates from the Company on that date, the Company’s reply was that its chief
negotiator, Vice President Tevault, had an unusually busy July and sought August bargaining
dates. The first bargaining session did not take place until September 25, 2012. At the
September 25 meeting the Union presented the Company 33 noneconomic proposals, however,
the Company presented no proposals or counter–proposals. When the parties met on
November 15, 2012, the Company made no proposals or responses to the Union’s proposals.
The Company did, at the November 16, 2012 bargaining session, make some counterproposals. The parties, as of that time, reached tentative agreement on union security, gender
and bulletin board language, and, agreed to combine the Union’s witness clause proposal with
its recognition clause proposal. Sometime in December 2012, the parties agreed to meet for
bargaining on January 24, 2013. At that meeting the Company did not offer any new proposals
but did make some counter-proposals. At the end of the January 24 session the parties had not
reached any other tentative agreements than those reached at their November 16, 2012 meeting.
The Union raised the Company’s delaying actions at the January 24 bargaining session when
Union President Shurling expressed his concern bargaining was “dragging” and the parties
needed to schedule several bargaining sessions going forward and meet for 2 or 3 day sessions
rather than 1 or 2 day sessions. Although the parties agreed to seven additional bargaining
sessions, the Company, before the agreed upon dates, cancelled each session.
Recapping, Company Vice President Tevault notified the Union on February 13, 2013,
the bargaining sessions scheduled for February 21 and 22, 2013 would not work for the
Company and canceled those dates. Tevault explained the Company was still working on their
proposals and calendars hoping to have something for the Union soon. On February 25, 2013,
Company Vice President Tevault notified the Union he had a conflict with the previously
agreed upon March 5, 6 and 7 bargaining dates indicating those dates would not work for the
Company and canceled those dates. The parties agreed to meet on March 21 and 22, 2013,
however, on March 19, 2013, Company counsel Goldman notified the Union the Company was
canceling the March dates because the Company needed time to review the possible
ramifications of the Noel Canning case. Company counsel Goldman explained that by
canceling the sessions the Company was not refusing to bargain at reasonable times and places.

45
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I am fully persuaded, by the above outlined conduct, the Company demonstrated it
considered negotiating with the Union, for an initial contract, an inconvenience for the
Company. Explanations of busy calendars; working on proposals while hoping for something
soon; belatedly realizing conflicts with previously agreed upon bargaining sessions; and,
needing time to review legal ramifications of a particular court case are not valid justifications
for cancelling seven consecutive previously scheduled bargaining sessions. Personal
convenience, calendar conflicts and time for legal review of a single case do not take precedent
over the statutory demand that the bargaining process take place with efficient promptness and
regularity. I find the Company’s actions constitute purposeful delay and constitutes a violation
of its obligation to meet and bargain. The fact the parties actually met for bargaining on 5
occasions and tentatively agreed on 3 noneconomic contract proposals is not a defense to the
refusal to meet and bargain violation I find here. Neither is it a defense to a violation, as found
here, that the parties conducted the negotiations they did in a friendly manner.
I turn now to the Company’s setting conditions on further bargaining with the Union.
On March 19, 2013, the Company expressed its concerns to the Union about the Noel Canning
case and its impact on negotiations. The Union had not, prior to that date, received any
concerns from the Company about Noel Canning issues. Although there were no negotiations
in March, the parties agreed on April 22, 2013, to meet for further negotiations on June 4, 5 and
6, 2013. On April 24, 2013, Company Vice President Tevault emailed Union President
Shurling suggesting they keep the early June bargaining dates open, as the Company, over the
next few weeks, might be willing to revaluate its position on Noel Canning. Tevault indicated
in his email he understood the Union’s position on Noel Canning. On April 26, 2013, Shurling
responded to Tevault explaining he had already set aside the early June dates for bargaining
and looked forward to receiving contract proposals from the Company in the interim. Shurling
explained he did not believe any credible defense or objections to the Union’s certification
and/or bargaining status existed based on Noel Canning. Shurling further explained the Union
could not agree that any future action in Noel Canning would nullify or decertify the bargaining
unit. On May 31, 2013, Company Vice President Tevault emailed Shurling a reconfirmation of
the June 4, 5 and 6, 2013 bargaining dates but added the Company was bargaining subject to its
reservation of rights based upon the reasoning expressed in Noel Canning. On June 3, 2013,
Tevault emailed Shurling asking if he was agreeable to negotiate under the Company’s earlier
expressed terms. Shurling responded he was in agreement to negotiate the next day but his
position on Noel Canning remained the same as he had stated on April 26, 2013. Later that
same evening, June 3, 2013, Tevault emailed Shurling the Company’s reservations about, and
conditions for bargaining which were that if, prior to a collective-bargaining agreement being
arrived at or ratified, a court of competent jurisdiction determined the Board lacked a proper
quorum at the time the Union was certified the Company would stop negotiating and not
recognize the results of the representation election. Tevault continued explaining the
Company’s reservations by stating if a contract was agreed to and thereafter a court of
competent jurisdiction determined the Board lacked a proper quorum at the time the Union was
certified, the Company would consider the contract void and not recognize the Union. Tevault
added if the Union met to negotiate it would, by its actions, be agreeing to accept the
Company’s conditions for bargaining. Union President Shurling responded the Union was
ready to negotiate in good faith but, he was not in agreement with the Company’s bargaining

8
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conditions and his appearance at negotiations did not stipulate the Union’s agreement to the
Company’s conditions.
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The next day, June 4, 2013, the parties met briefly and Company Vice President Tevault
again stated the Company’s conditions for continued bargaining. Shurling described the
Company’s conditions that if Noel Canning was upheld, the Company would be covered under
Noel Canning and no matter what had been accomplished in negotiations all would be null and
void and the Union would go away. The Union informed Tevault it was willing to continue
negotiations but not with the conditional bargaining restrictions the Company insisted on.
Tevault told the Union if it could not agree with the Company’s conditions there was no need
in proceeding forward. At that point the bargaining session ended.
Can the Company lawfully insist on the conditional bargaining restrictions it demanded
without violating its duty to bargaining in good faith with the Union. No it can not. The
Company here is simply attempting to challenge or test the Regional Director’s certification of
the Union as the bargaining representative of a unit of the Company’s employees. The Union
had already been validly certified on June 5, 2012. There has been no final determination the
Board lacked a proper quorum at the time the certification issued. Thus, the certification and
actions related thereto are binding on the parties and applicable here. There is no merit to the
argument that a party’s responsibilities under the Act are somehow relieved or suspended, or
that a party may insist on conditional bargaining, while awaiting the outcome of pending
litigation in the courts of appeals. Bob’s Big Boy Family Restaurants 264 NLRB 432, 434
(1982). The same, I am persuaded, applies to cases pending before the United States Supreme
Court on certiorari. Even if the United States Supreme Court should uphold Noel Canning the
matter likely would be remanded, through the courts, to the Board for further consideration in
light of the Supreme Court’s holding and the Board could, if it chose, reaffirm the Board’s
earlier actions related to the certification of representative. The Company’s demand for
conditional bargaining here violates its duty to bargain in good faith and I so find.
Additionally, I note, the Company never challenged the Regional Director’s certification of the
Union in June 2012, but rather began negotiating with the Union for employees in the Unit.
The Company, by its actions, voluntarily recognized the Union as the collective-bargaining
representative of the unit employees. Finally, I further note, the Company never challenged the
conduct surrounding the holding of the representation election nor the outcome of the election.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.
The Company, Professional Transportation, Inc., is an employer engaged in
commerce with the meaning of Section 2(2), (6) and (7) of the Act.

40

2.
The Union, International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Local 512, is a labor
organization within the meaning of Section 2(5) of the Act.
3.
The following employees constitute a unit appropriate for the purposes of
collective bargaining within the meaning of Section 9(b) of the Act.

45
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All full time and regular part-time over the road and local drivers working from
the Respondent’s [Company’s] Jacksonville, Florida facility; excluding; all other
employees, guards, and supervisors as defined by the Act.
5

10

15

4.
At all times since June 5, 2012, the Union has been, and continues to be the
certified exclusive bargaining representative of the employee in the above-described unit.
5.
The Company has failed and refused to meet and bargain with the Union, and,
has by its overall conduct, failed and refused to bargain in good faith with the Union as the
exclusive-collective bargaining representative of the Unit in violation of Section 8(a) (5) and
(1) of the Act; by on or about February 13, 2013, canceling bargaining sessions scheduled for
February 21 and 22, 2013; and, by on or about February 25, 2013 canceling bargain sessions
scheduled for March 4, 5 and 6, 2013; and, by on or about March 19, 2013, canceling
bargaining sessions scheduled for March 21 and 22, 2013; and, by on or about June 4, 2013,
conditioning bargaining with the Union upon the Union’s agreeing that the results of all
negotiations, including a collective-bargaining agreement, and the Regional Director’s
certification of representatives would be null and void, and, the Company would withdraw its
recognition of the Union if the Supreme Court upheld the Noel Canning case.
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REMEDY
Having found the Company has engaged in certain unfair labor practices, I find it must
be ordered to cease and desist and to take certain affirmative action designed to effectuate the
policies of the Act. It is recommended the Company be ordered, upon request of the Union, to
meet and bargain in good faith with the Union, and, if a collective-bargaining agreement is
arrived at to reduce the same to writing and execute the agreement. Where an employer, as
here, has failed and refused to bargain in good faith with a certified union, the Board will
ensure that such a union has at least 1 year of good faith bargaining during which its majority
status cannot be questioned by extending the certification year. Mar-Jac Poultry Co., 136
NLRB 785 (1962). Under the circumstances here, I recommend that the 1-year extension shall
commence to run from the date when good faith bargaining begins. I recommend the Company
be ordered, within 14 days after service by the Region, to post an appropriate “Notice to
Employees” in order that employees may be apprised of their rights under the Act, and the
Company’s obligation to remedy its unfair labor practices.

35
On these findings and conclusions of law and on the entire record, I issue the following
recommended8
ORDER
40
The Company, Professional Transportation, Inc., its officers, agents, successors, and
assigns, shall

8

If no exceptions are filed as provided by Sec. 102.46 of the Board’s Rules and Regulations, the findings,
conclusions, and recommended Order shall, as provided in Sec. 102.48 of the Rules, be adopted by the
Board and all objections to them shall be deemed waived for all purposes.
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5

Cease and desist from

(a)
Failing and refusing to meet at reasonable times and from insisting on
improper conditional bargaining and from failing and refusing to bargain in good faith with the
Union as the exclusive collective-bargaining representative for its employees in the following
appropriate bargaining unit:
All full time and regular part-time over the road and local drivers working from
the Respondent’s [Company’s] Jacksonville, Florida facility; excluding: all other
employees, guards, and supervisors as defined by the Act.

10

(b)

Canceling previously agreed upon bargaining sessions.

(c)

Insisting on improper bargaining conditions.

15
(d)
In any like or related manner interfering with, restraining, or coercing
employees in the exercise of the rights guaranteed by Section 7 of the Act.
2.
20

25

Take the following affirmative action necessary to effectuate the policies of the

Act.
(a)
On request, bargain in good faith and at reasonable times and places with
the International Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 512, as the exclusive bargaining
representative of its employees in the above-described bargain unit with respect to wages,
hours, and other terms and conditions of employment and if an understanding is reached,
embody the understanding in a signed agreement.
(b)
Recognize the Union as the certified exclusive agent of its unit
employees for 1 year commencing from the date good faith bargaining with the Union begins.

30
(c)

35
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Meet with the Union on agreed upon and scheduled bargaining dates.

(d)
Within 14 days after service by the Region, post at its Jacksonville,
Florida facility, copies of the notice marked “Appendix.”9 Copies of the notice, on forms
provided by the Regional Director for Region 12, after being signed by the Company’s
authorized representative, shall be posted by the Company and maintained for 60 consecutive
days in conspicuous places including all places where notices to employees are customarily
posted. Reasonable steps shall be taken by the Company to ensure that the notices are not
altered, defaced, or covered by any other material. In addition to physical posting of paper
notices, notices shall be distributed electronically, such as email, posting on an intranet or an
internet site, or other electronic means, if the Company customarily communicates with its
employees by such means. In the event that, during the pendency of these proceedings, the
Company has gone out of business or closed the facility involved in these proceedings, the
9

If this Order is enforced by a judgment of a United States court of appeals, the words in the notice reading
“Posted by Order of the National Labor Relations Board” shall read “Posted Pursuant to a Judgment the
United States Court of Appeals Enforcing an Order of the National Labor Relations Board.”
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Company shall duplicate and mail, at its own expense, a copy of the notice to all current
employees and former employees employed by the Company at any time since February 13,
2013.
5

Dated at Washington, D.C. October 22, 2013

10

__________________________________
William Nelson Cates
Administrative Law Judge
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APPENDIX
NOTICE TO EMPLOYEES
POSTED BY ORDER OF THE
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
An Agency of the United States Government
The National Labor Relations Board has found that we violated Federal labor law and has
ordered us to post and obey this notice.
FEDERAL LAW GIVES YOU THE RIGHT TO
Form, join, or assist a union
Choose representatives to bargain with us on your behalf
Act together with other employees for your benefit and protection
Choose not to engage in any of these protected activities.
WE WILL NOT do anything to prevent you from exercising the above rights
WE WILL NOT fail and refuse to meet at reasonable times and places and WE WILL NOT
fail to bargain in good faith with the International Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 512 as the
exclusive collective-bargaining representative for our employees in the appropriate bargaining
unit described below:
All full time and regular part-time over the road and local drivers working from
the Respondent’s [Company’s] Jacksonville, Florida facility; excluding: all other
employees, guards, and supervisors as defined by the Act.
WE WILL NOT fail and refuse to bargain collectively and in good faith with the Union for an
initial agreement by canceling meetings previously scheduled with the Union.
WE WILL NOT insist on improper conditions for bargaining.
WE WILL NOT in any like or related manner interfere with, restrain, or coerce you in the
exercise of the rights guaranteed you by Section 7 of the Act.
WE WILL, on request, bargain with the International Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 512 at
reasonable times and places and in good for our employees in the above described bargaining
unit concerning terms and conditions of employment and, if an understanding is reached,
embody the understanding in a signed agreement.
WE WILL continue to recognize that the Union as the certified exclusive agent of our
employees in the unit described above for 1 year commencing on the date good faith bargain
begins with the Union.
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PROFESSIONAL TRANSPORTATION, INC
(Employer)
Dated: _________________

By __________________________________________
(Representative)
(Title)

The National Labor Relations Board is an independent Federal agency created in 1935 to enforce the
National Labor Relations Act. It conducts secret-ballot elections to determine whether employees want
union representation and it investigates and remedies unfair labor practices by employers and unions. To
find out more about your rights under the Act and how to file a charge or election petition, you may
speak confidentially to any agent with the Board’s Regional Office set forth below. You may also obtain
information from the Board’s website: www.nlrb.gov.
201 East Kennedy Boulevard, South Trust Plaza, Suite 530, Tampa, FL 33602-5824
(813) 228-2641, Hours: 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

THIS IS AN OFFICIAL NOTICE AND MUST NOT BE DEFACED BY ANYONE
THIS NOTICE MUST REMAIN POSTED FOR 60 CONSECUTIVE DAYS FROM THE DATE OF
POSTING AND MUST NOT BE ALTERED, DEFACED, OR COVERED BY ANY OTHER
MATERIAL. ANY QUESTIONS CONCERNING THIS NOTICE OR COMPLIANCE WITH ITS
PROVISIONS MAY BE DIRECTED TO THE ABOVE REGIONAL OFFICE’S
COMPLIANCE OFFICER, (813) 228-2455

